
International
Representative Experience 

 » Drafting and negotiation of documents related to subsidiary formation and acquisition by an Australian specialty automotive 
cooling products engineering and manufacturing concern of an Indiana (U.S.) specialty automotive products engineering and 
manufacturing concern 

 » Drafting and negotiation of various contracts related to engineering, construction, financing and equipment supply for four 
natural gas-fired electrical power plants in Asia and three hydroelectric power plants in South America 

 » Drafting of corporate documents related to the establishment of branch and subsidiary business entities in numerous 
countries including the United Arab Emirates and the Philippines, and of corporate documents related to the establishment of 
U.S. subsidiaries by foreign business interests 

 » Representation in dispute resolution between Australian general passenger sales agency and U.S.-domiciled air carrier on 
collection and remittances of fees 

 » Review and advice on bid documentation and structuring for engineering and construction of an air and missile defense 
operations center in Qatar 

 » Represent a European manufacturer in establishing distribution channels in North America 

 » Represent a Scandinavian conglomerate in sorting out environmental legacy issues of US companies it had acquired 

 » Represent US manufacturers in connection with numerous cross-border purchase and sale transactions 

 » Negotiation of a Joint Venture and associated intellectual property license in the Netherlands for the exclusive worldwide 
rights to hospitality services sector from a global luxury brand that also is a party to the JV 

 » Representation of multinational seller (Swiss parent; UK, US, The Netherlands and Brazilian operating subs) that was an 
Internet of Things Company in a multi-party auction with subsequent private equity-backed Canadian purchaser for $175M 
purchase price 

 » Representation of the 2nd largest Company in Greenland as issuer’s counsel in an $80M debt offering in the United States 

 » Representation of an anti-microbial nanotechnology company in the acquisition of a manufacturer/supplier in Singapore
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